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Abstrat
In a system where hiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, the low energy eigenmodes of the
ontinuum Dira operator are extended. On the lattie, due to disretization eets, the Dira
operator an have loalized eigenmodes that aet physial quantities sensitive to hiral symmetry.
While the infrared eigenmodes of the Wilson Dira operator are usually extended even on oarse
latties, the hiral overlap operator has many loalized eigenmodes in the physial region, espeially
in mixed ation simulations. Depending on their density, these modes an introdue strong lattie
artifats. The eet an be ontrolled by hanging the parameters of the overlap operator, in
partiular the lover improvement term and the enter of the overlap projetion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mixed ation simulations with overlap valene quarks on dynamial ongurations gen-
erated with a non-hiral fermion ation an ombine the advantages of hiral operators in
the measurement with relatively fast onguration generation. The suess of this approah
depends to a large extent on how well the valene ation mathes the sea ation. At the
very least the valene ation should not introdue any new large lattie artifats. In this
paper we draw attention to a non-perturbative lattie artifat, due to loalized eigenmodes
of the Dira operator, that strongly aets the overlap operator, espeially in mixed ation
simulations.
In the phase where hiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, the low energy eigenmodes
of the ontinuum Dira operator are expeted to be extended, deloalized. We have investi-
gated the loalization properties of the eigenmodes of the Wilson Dira operator and several
dierent overlap operators. We found that while both the Wilson and overlap operators
have loalized eigenmodes, in ase of the Wilson Dira operator these modes usually do not
mix with the infrared modes but they an beome part of the low energy spetrum of the
overlap operator. The soure of these modes are disloations and the loalized modes of the
overlap operator an be related to the loalized modes of the kernel operator. The density of
these non-physial overlap modes depend on the kernel operator, on the parameters of the
overlap onstrution, on the gauge ongurations (quenhed or dynamial or mixed ation)
and on the lattie spaing and an be partiularly large in ase of quenhed or mixed ation
simulations.
The physial eet of the loalized eigenmodes is easily observable when the distribution
of the Dira eigenvalue spetrum is ompared to the preditions of Random Matrix Theory
(RMT). RMT relies on very basi assumptions and in quenhed systems the only ondition
for its validity is that the wave funtions of the non-zero Dira eigenmodes are extended over
the whole volume [1, 2℄. We show that the deviations between RMT preditions and the
measured distributions are losely related to the density of the loalized overlap eigenmodes.
We argue that some of the same lattie artifats are responsible for the rather large saling
violation eets observed in the topologial suseptibility as well. Our observations suggests
that in order to minimize saling violations in valene overlap simulations it is not suient to
rely on automati perturbative O(a) improvement but that non-perturbative lattie artifats
due to disloations also have to be onsidered.
II. NOTATIONS AND PARAMETERS
We want to study the lattie artifats due to the loalized low energy eigenmodes of the
overlap operator. We onsider several dierent overlap operators, and in order to failitate
the omparison between them we alulate their eigenvalues on the same quenhed ong-
uration set, onsisting of about 1000 124 ongurations with Wilson plaquette ation at
β = 5.8458 (a ≈ 0.12fm).
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Ation Smearing cSW λcrit R0 ∆R0 = R0 − λcrit
S1 n-HYP 0 0.30 1.0 0.70
S2 n-HYP 0 0.30 0.7 0.40
S3 n-HYP 1 0.08 1.0 0.92
S4 n-HYP 1 0.08 0.3 0.22
T1 thin 0 0.90 1.4 0.50
Table I: The parameters of the overlap ation onsidered in this study. λcrit is the approximate
(real) lower bound of the omplex kernel spetrum at β = 5.8458 as explained in Set.II.
Our denition of the massless overlap operator is
Dov = R0
(
1 + d(d†d)−1/2
)
, d = DK − R0 , (1)
where DK is the kernel operator and R0 denotes the enter of the overlap projetion. We
hose DK to be the Wilson operator with n-HYP smeared gauge onnetions [3, 4℄, both
unimproved and with tree level (c SW = 1) lover improvement. These kernel operators were
motivated by our ongoing dynamial simulations [4℄.
The hoie of the parameter R0 in the overlap onstrution is rather arbitrary, as long
as it is larger than the eigenvalues of the physial, infrared modes of the kernel operator
but smaller than the doubler modes, and the resulting overlap operator is loal. Sine the
additive mass renormalization and hene the loation of the IR edge of the spetrum varies
with the kernel ation, the quantity ∆R0 = R0 − λcrit, with λcrit the loation where the
IR edge of the omplex spetrum intersets the real axis, haraterizes the overlap operator
better than R0 itself. We have hosen two dierent ∆R0 values with both of our kernel
ations. The parameters are listed in Table I, where for referene we also give the parameters
of the overlap ation used in [5℄ on ongurations similar to ours.
The parameter R0 = 1.4 in [5℄ was hosen by maximizing the loality of the thin link
unimproved overlap ation T1. The loalization of our overlap ations varies depending on
their parameters, but all of them are loal.
III. THE EIGENVALUE SPECTRUM OF THE KERNEL AND OVERLAP DIRAC
OPERATORS
In this setion we study the eigenvalue spetrum and the loalization properties of the
eigenmodes of both the kernel and the overlap operators. Figure 1 shows the 40 lowest
magnitude eigenvalues on 100 ongurations with both the c SW = 1 and c SW = 0 kernel
ations. (The apparent half-moon shape on the right is only an artifat, due to identifying
only the lowest magnitude eigenvalues.) From Figure 1 we approximate λcrit = 0.08 and 0.30
for the c SW = 1 and c SW = 0 ations, as listed in Table I. Note that the spetrum of the
n-HYP smeared c SW = 1 operator appears muh more hiral than the unimproved one, its
3
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Figure 1: The spetrum of the two kernel operators used in this study. Both are n-HYP smeared
Wilson operators, one with tree level cSW = 1 lover oeient (left panel), the other with cSW = 0
(right panel). The dierent plot symbols orrespond to dierent loalization levels of the orrespond-
ing eigenvetors .
eigenvalues are onentrated around a unit irle. This is what makes this ation appealing
in dynamial simulations [4℄.
A simple and very intuitive measure of the loalization of the eigenmodes is the partii-
pation number or inverse of the inverse partiipation ratio IPR [6℄
p = IPR−1
IPR = V
∑
x
|ψ(x)|4 , (2)
where ψ(x) is the normalized eigenvetor of the Dira operator. p varies between 1/V and
1, the latter orresponding to a uniform wave funtion, the former to one loalized on one
lattie site. The partiipation number is only a qualitative measure: while a very small
p ertainly implies a loalized mode, a large value does not neessarily mean a oherent
extended one. In addition, the partiipation number is sensitive to loal utuations, so
diret omparison is only meaningful between ongurations with similar level of vauum
utuations (or plaquette values). For referene we mention that for a fully separated smooth
instantonanti-instanton pair of radii ρ/a = 2 the partiipation number is p ≈ 0.06 on 124
latties. Therefore one expets that partiipation numbers p < 0.1, probably even p < 0.2,
orrespond to a loalized mode.
In Figure 1 the dierent plotting symbols orrespond to dierent partiipation numbers of
the eigenmodes, and one observes a strong orrelation between p and ∆λ, the radial distane
of the eigenvalue from the outer edge of the approximate irle. Toward the enter of the
eigenvalue irle all modes appear to be loalized with small p for both ations. However
4
the spetrum of the lover improved ation has many more loalized modes in the viinity
of the physial, IR range. The spetra in Figure 1 are on 124 latties. We have investigated
the loalization of the modes also on 164 volumes, though with smaller statistis. We found
that the loalization of the kernel operator eigenmodes is not qualitatively dierent in larger
volumes. The number of eigenmodes is proportional to the volume, the partiipation number
dereases with inreasing ∆λ and the number of loalized modes in a 1/V region around the
real axis is approximately independent of the volume. There are partiularly many loalized
real modes, espeially with c SW = 1.
Sine the partiipation number is strongly orrelated with ∆λ, the distane form the
infra-red edge of the spetrum, it is meaningful to dene the average partiipation p¯(∆λ)
as the average of the partiipation number of eigenvalues in the viinity of the real axis
at ∆λ. If the typial eigenmodes at some ∆λ value orrespond to extended modes, their
average partiipation p¯ should be volume independent, while in the region where most of
the eigenmodes are loalized, p¯ will derease with the inverse of the volume. Comparing
data on 124 and 164 latties we see onstant p¯ values for ∆λ < 0.03 and 1/V dependene
for ∆λ ≥ 0.05 for the cSW = 1 spetrum. This nite volume analysis suggests that on
the 124 latties eigenmodes with partiipation number p < 0.40 at ∆λ ≈ 0.05 are already
loalized. This in turn indiates that the overlap operator with the small ∆R = 0.22 of
ation S4 is loal sine the enter of the overlap projetion is still beyond the physial,
extended eigenmodes.
The overlap onstrution projets all the modes of the kernel operator to the Ginsparg-
Wilson irle. Of ourse it does more than just simply projet the modes - opposite hirality
modes from the real axis merge and split into omplex modes, and in general the wave
funtion, and with it the partiipation number of the modes, an hange.
An example of how the overlap onstrution transforms the kernel modes is given in
Figure 2 where a few of the low energy eigenvalues of the cSW = 1 kernel operator and
the orresponding overlap operator are shown on a onguration with a loalized infrared
overlap eigenmode. All but one of the kernel eigenmodes in Figure 2 are extended with
large partiipation numbers. The only exeption is the mode in the inner part of the irle
that has partiipation number p ≈ 0.04. The eigenmodes of the overlap operator are also
extended with one exeption, the mode with the lowest imaginary value has p ≈ 0.08.
The extended overlap eigenmodes all onnet strongly to a kernel mode, with overlap
between the wave funtions, i.e. the absolute value of their inner produt, of 80% or larger.
The grey lines in Figure 2 onnet the overlap modes with the kernel mode with whih
they have the highest overlap. It appears that the extended, near infrared eigenmodes
hange little under the overlap projetion, their eigenvalues basially move out straight to
the Ginsparg-Wilson irle. This is likely so beause the n-HYP smeared kernel already has
exellent hiral properties and we would expet the situation to be quite dierent with an
unsmeared kernel.
The loalized modes, on the other hand, behave dierently. There is only one loalized
overlap and one loalized kernel mode in Fig. 2. The wave funtion of both of these modes
are sharply peaked at the same spatial loation, they ouple mainly to a small instanton (or
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Figure 2: Eigenvalues of the kernel and overlap operator on a onguration where the overlap
operator has a loalized IR mode. Lines onnet overlap modes with the most similar kernel modes
and the magnitude of their inner produt is shown.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the partiipation number of the rst non-zero overlap eigenmodes in
the ν = 1 setor, normalized by the number of ongurations.
disloation). The overlap of the wave funtions is still sizable, ≈ 70%, but the eigenvalues
are dierent. The overlap eigenvalue is small, it is the most infrared among the eigenmodes.
In general loalized modes tend to stay loalized under the overlap projetion, their overlap
eigenvalue is frequently small, without modifying the eigenvalues of the extended modes.
Hene these non-physial eigenmodes an strongly inuene the low energy struture of the
systems.
To quantify the observations from Figures 1 and 2 we have measured the partiipation
6
number of the low eigenmodes of our four overlap operators. Figure 3 shows the distribution
for the rst non-zero modes in the ν = 1 topologial setor. The result supports what we have
expeted based on the eigenmodes of the kernel operator. The S1 ation, that orresponds
to c SW = 1 improved kernel operator with R0 = 1.0, has a lot of loalized modes - possibly
up to 50% of the rst eigenmodes are loalized. The other ations are onsiderably better.
When R0 = 0.3 is used even with the lover improved ation, many of the loalized modes
are already to the right of the overlap enter and projeted to the ultra-violet. Removing
the lover term has a similar eet. Even with R0 = 1.0, orresponding to ∆R0 = 0.7,
there are only a few loalized modes, and their number drops even further when R0 = 0.7
(∆R0 = 0.4) is hosen.
The loalized eigenmodes are due to lattie disloations and their number sales with
the lattie volume. They are non-perturbative ut-o eets and will make the ontinuum
extrapolation diult. We have investigated the loalization properties of the overlap eigen-
values at a ner lattie spaing but same physial volume (β = 6.0 Wilson plaquette ation
on 164 latties) with the S2 ation. The distribution of the partiipation numbers of the rst
non-zero eigenmodes was slightly worse than the orresponding distribution on the oarser
latties, making any kind of perturbative preditions diult.
We have not investigated the loalization of the overlap operator on larger physial vol-
umes, but based on the spetrum of the kernel operator, we expet that among the rst
non-zero eigenmodes of the overlap operator there are as many loalized modes in larger
volumes as in the smaller one. These lattie artifats are not due to nite volume eets.
The loalization of overlap eigenmodes have been studied reently in Refs. [7℄,[8℄, though in
dierent ontext and only with a single overlap operator.
IV. CONSEQUENCES OF LOCALIZED OVERLAP EIGENMODES
In the ontinuum limit the eigenmodes of the Dira operator are extended. The loalized
modes we observed at nite lattie spaing are lattie artifats but their presene ould inu-
ene any physial quantity that is sensitive to hiral symmetry, like the pion spetrum, the
hiral ondensate or the topologial suseptibility. Here we study the latter two quantities.
A. The topologial suseptibility
The topologial suseptibility χ = 〈ν2〉/V , when dened via the index of the overlap
operator, is a partiularly sensitive measure of how the fermioni ation observes the dislo-
ations of the vauum. The index of the overlap is idential to the sum of the hirality (±1)
of the real modes of the kernel operator up to λ < R0 [9℄. The real modes of the kernel
operator are easiest to identify by measuring the eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator γ5DK
and identifying when an eigenmodes rosses zero [10, 11℄. The advantage of this approah
is that one automatially obtains the topologial harge for arbitrary R0.
In Figure 4 we show the dimensionless quantity χr40 as a funtion of R0 for the n-HYP
7
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Figure 4: The topologial suseptibility as a funtion of the overlap parameter R0 with thin link
and n-HYP smeared overlap. The dashed horizontal line is the ontinuum predition from Ref.
[12℄.
smeared c SW = 0 and 1 kernel overlap ations, and also for the unimproved thin link kernel
overlap ation. To set the sale we use r0/a = 4.032 from Ref. [13℄. We have identied
the real modes of the kernel operators only below R0 < 1.4 (1.6 for the thin link kernel).
Had we extended these measurements further, we would have observed the suseptibility
saturate, then drop again when the right edge of the rst eigenvalue irle is approahed,
around R0 ≈ λcrit + 2. Reent studies of the topologial suseptibility using a pure gauge
FF˜ topologial harge operator predit χr4
0
= 0.0524(13) [12℄, while alulations with a thin
link overlap operator give χr40 = 0.059(3) [14℄ in the ontinuum limit. In Figure 4 we observe
not only large ut-o eets, but strong dependene on the R0 parameter, espeially for the
c SW = 0 ations.
The ut-o eets are the onsequene of the large number of real eigenmodes toward the
enter of the eigenvalue irle seen in Figure 1. Most of these modes are lattie artifats,
disloations. Overlap operators with smaller R0 values are less sensitive to these inner
modes and therefore show smaller lattie artifats, but dening the suseptibility where the
suseptibility urve is steeply rising is rather arbitrary. Sine λcrit depends on the lattie
spaing, a small xed R0 value an also lead to non-monotoni or falsely at behavior of
the suseptibility as a funtion of the lattie spaing. Large R0, on the other hand, reates
large ut-o eets. Perhaps the most reliable ontinuum extrapolation with smallest lattie
artifats would ome from where the parameter ∆R0 = R0 − λcrit is kept xed at a small
value but where the overlap operator is still loal.
B. The eigenvalue distribution and the hiral ondensate
The distribution of the low lying Dira eigenmodes should follow the universal preditions
of Random Matrix Theory for extended eigenmodes. Loalized modes embedded in the
8
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Figure 5: The umulative distribution of the rst three eigenmodes in the ν = 1 topologial setors.
Left panel: cSW = 1; right panel: cSW = 0. The smooth thik lines are the RMT preditions.
IR an spoil the agreement between the measured and predited distributions. Aording
to RMT the probability distribution of the kth eigenvalue of the Dira operator in xed
topologial setor ν is given as
pν,k(λ) =
a
ΣV
Λν,k (3)
with only one free parameter, ΣV/a, where Σ is the hiral ondensate. The universal fun-
tions Λν,k an be alulated analytially [1℄. In numerial studies one frequently uses the
umulative or integrated distribution,
cν,k(λ) =
∫ λ
0
dz pν,k(z) . (4)
Previous studies of quenhed QCD found agreement with RMT preditions when averages
〈λ〉 or ratios of averages were onsidered on volumes of at least (1.5fm)4 for ν ≤ 2 and
k ≤ 4 [5℄, but the atual shape of the eigenvalue distributions shows signiant deviations,
espeially for the higher modes [15, 16℄.
In Figure 5 we present our results for the umulative distribution using the Dira operators
S1-S4 listed in Table I. We onsider only the ν = 1 topologial setor, sine for all 4 ations
lose to a third of the ongurations belong there, though the other setors give similar
results. We x the free parameter ΣV/a by tting the umulative distributions to the RMT
preditions. We follow the Kolmogorov-Smirnov proedure and maximize the quality fator
Q ,i.e. the ondene level that the numerial data is desribed by the theoretial preditions
[17℄. The results we present here orrespond to a ombined t to the lowest three modes of
a given Dira operator, but the t results are very similar if one inludes only one or two of
the modes.
In Table II we give some details of the t, inluding the value of ΣV/a and the individual
quality fators. Q depends exponentially on the number of ongurations and on the square
9
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3
ation smearing cSW R0 Nconf ΣV/a S S ΣV/a Dmax Q Dmax Q Dmax Q
S1 n-HYP 0 1.0 279 90.8(2.0) 1.43 130(3) 0.056 0.335 0.081 0.047 0.090 0.021
S2 n-HYP 0 0.7 271 68.4(1.0) 1.75 120(2) 0.063 0.227 0.074 0.095 0.072 0.118
S3 n-HYP 1 1.0 318 143.2(2.4) 1.09 156(3) 0.103 0.002 0.121 0.000 0.187 0.000
S4 n-HYP 1 0.3 279 97.9(1.2) 1.36 133(2) 0.039 0.781 0.082 0.046 0.098 0.009
T1 thin 0 1.4 436 99.4(2.9) 2.80 268(8) 0.074 0.015 0.074 0.016 0.108 0.000
Table II: Results of the RMT t of the umulative distributions in the ν = 1 topologial setor.
The raw data for the T1 ation is from Ref. [5℄.
of the maximal deviation Dmax between the predited and measured umulative urves.
When the deviation is systemati rather then statistial, Dmax is atually a better quantity
to haraterize the t [18℄ and we list its value also in Table II. We observe signiant
variation in the tted values of ΣV/a, even though the volume is the same for all ations. The
renormalized hiral ondensate ZSΣ an show ut-o eets that we annot estimate without
atually alulating the renormalization fators. However a simple alulation already shows
that the ZS fators an be very dierent for dierent overlap operators even when the same
smeared kernel ation is used.
To illustrate this point let us model the kernel operator as DK = dov + λcrit, where dov
is an overlap operator with eigenvalues ηφ = 1 − e
iφ
. Sine dov is a normal operator, the
eigenvalues λφ of Dov in Eq. 1 an be immediately alulated. The sale fator between dov
and Dov, S = λφ/ηφ|φ≈0 depends on the parameters R0 and λcrit and is responsible for most
of the observed dierene in ΣV/a. In Table II we list the values of the sale fator S and
S ΣV/a as well. It is interesting to note that the ratio λφ/ηφ an show signiant dependene
on φ when ∆R0 = R0 − λcrit is small even for small eigenvalues in the IR range. For us the
strongest dependene is for the ation S4 where the eet is ≈ 5% for eigenvalues that over
the range we onsider here. One the sale fator is taken into aount, the predited values
S ΣV/a are onsistent for the S1, S2 and S4 ations, only the S3 ation with the largest
deviation Dmax is statistially dierent.
As is evident from Figure 5 and supported by the data in Table II, the rst eigenmodes
are well desribed by the RMT urve, but the agreement gets progressively worse for the
higher modes. In general the c SW = 1.0 operators are worse than the unimproved ones. This
is surprising as the smeared kernel ation has muh better hiral properties and the overlap
operator is also more loalized than with the unimproved kernel, however understandable if
the observed lattie artifats are aused by the loalized eigenmodes.
Comparing results of the topologial suseptibility (Figure 4) and the eigenvalue distri-
butions we observe that lattie artifats, or deviation form the ontinuum, orrelate losely
for the two observables and with the number of loalized eigenmodes of the overlap operator
(Figure 3). The ation S2 with cSW = 0, R0 = 0.7 deviates the least from the ontinuum
values, the ation S3 with cSW = 1, R0 = 1.0 the most for both quantities.
Figure 6 ompares the thin link T1 ation of Ref. [5℄ with the S2 data [19℄. These two
10
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 5 but for the thin link T1 and n-HYP smeared cSW = 0, R0 = 0.7 S2
ations.
ations dier primarily in that S2 is n-HYP smeared. The smeared data agrees with the
theoretial preditions better, though omparison of the T1 and S1 ations (with larger
∆R0) shows no signiant dierene. Further smearing helps very little. Even with three
levels of n-HYP smearing the infrared spetrum of the kernel ation hanges little beyond
the redution of λcrit, and onsequently the umulative eigenvalue distribution of the S2
ation remains very similar to the one with only one level of smearing.
The loalized eigenmodes and the deviations they ause are lattie artifats, they will
disappear in the ontinuum limit. Nevertheless at nite lattie spaing they signiantly
alter the lattie results.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have investigated the loalization properties of dierent overlap and their kernel
operators in quenhed systems. We found that the overlap operators an have many non-
physial, loalized eigenstates in the infrared. They an be related to loalized modes of the
kernel operator, but in the kernel operator they are typially inside the eigenvalue irle and
do not diretly eet the low energy spetrum. It is the overlap onstrution that promotes
them to the infrared.
There their presene an ause signiant saling violations in quantities sensitive to the
properties of the low modes. We illustrated that by omparing the eigenvalue distribution of
the low energy eigenmodes to the universal preditions of random matrix theory and also by
investigating the topologial suseptibility. One an minimize the saling violation eets by
hoosing a better kernel operator, like the n-HYP smeared operator we onsidered here, and
by tuning the R0 parameter of the overlap onstrution as small as the loality of the overlap
operator would allow. Somewhat surprisingly we found that the kernel operator with the best
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hiral properties, the lover improved operator, is atually worse in the overlap onstrution
as it has the most loalized modes near the IR. A hiral kernel operator reprodues itself
in the overlap onstrution, so it is possible that other improved kernel operators behave
dierently. There is indiation that this is indeed the ase for the Fixed Point operator in
Ref. [8℄.
In this paper we onsidered only quenhed systems, but mixed ation simulations suer
from the same problem. The loalized modes of the kernel operator are far from the infrared
edge and therefore are not suppressed by the fermion determinant, yet the overlap an
projet them into the infrared. Fully dynamial overlap simulations should fare better as
there the loalized eigenmodes are suppressed just like any other small eigenvalue mode, so
while they are present, their number is at least not inated. Nevertheless even in dynamial
overlap simulations it is worth minimizing the ourrene of the loalized eigenmodes.
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